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One of the most profound CD's to ever be released. Because of its unique way of using Spoken Word

and some genius tracks to motivate a negative world to open up and receive some positive energy, this

CD is a must have. Indulge in audio perfection. 10 MP3 Songs SPOKEN WORD: Poetry, URBAN/R&B:

Soul Details: Living to represent his talents through his name, "DeJah" has arrived in true poetic form to

let the world know his timely messages are "of God". Being driven by a God given commission, DeJah

seeks to influence and redirect the negative path this present society has taken, into a utopia like mind

frame. He believes that helping people positively see past what is in front of them, helps to create

change, which in turn resurrects this dying world. DeJah addresses life issues such as spirituality, love,

culture, and social matters within the form of poetry and drama. His unique characterizations compliment

the profound words he speaks granting the listener deeper access into his thought provoking depths. The

year of 1997 marked the dawn of DeJah's poetic ministry that has since illuminated every soul that has

come in contact with it. DeJah has left his mark at such major venues as Morehouse College, Seton Hall

University, C.W. Post University, the famed Nuyorican Poets Cafe, the Apex Museum, The African Poetry

Theatre, The Billy Holiday Amphitheater, The New York Comedy Club, and The N.Y. Black Expo. He has

also helped to uplift audiences at motivational seminars such as Success Is In Your Hands featuring

Hasani Pettiford, Eight Hours of Power featuring Jewel Diamond Taylor, and the Hosea Williams "Feed

the Hungry" benefit event. Included within his already established achievements, DeJah has performed

for a host of community events and church organizations. With each show he reflects energy and

excitement which inevitably builds a strong and faithful audience that remains anxious for each

performance. This talented and positive poet consistently performs with heavenly confidence to renew the

human conscience. DeJah has just released his debut CD, 'DeJah's View'. An insightful and heart
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convicting piece of work that challenges each listener to take a serious look into their spiritual walk with

God and fellow man. The perfect combination of the spoken word and music will automatically validate

this CD for ANY listener. It is a MUST that every person experience this masterful recording at least once

in his or her lifetime.
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